We introduce a new method for asymmetric (public key/private key) encryption exploiting properties of nonlinear dynamical systems. A high-dimensional dissipative nonlinear dynamical system is distributed between transmitter and receiver, so we call the method distributed dynamics encryption (DDE). The transmitter dynamics is public, and the receiver dynamics is hidden. A message is encoded by modulation of parameters of the transmitter, and this results in a shift of the overall system attractor. An unauthorized receiver does not know the hidden dynamics in the receiver and cannot decode the message. We present an example of DDE using a coupled map lattice. [3] . Also, chaos based block ciphers were studied in [4] . In conventional cryptography, all encryption schemes are divided into symmetric and asymmetric methods [5] . Symmetric methods require sharing of the same key by both transmitter for message encryption and receiver for message decryption. Asymmetric methods have one ''public'' key known to all users for encoding messages, but another ''private'' key for use by trusted receivers for decoding the message. Decoding the message using the public key which was used to encrypt the message is made computationally unfeasible. Communications strategies that use asymmetric (or public key) methods for encryption have much greater inherent security than symmetric methods since they eliminate the problem of key management, which itself can pose the most serious security risk. However, in the application of ideas from nonlinear dynamics to secure communications, only the equivalent of symmetric encryption methods have been studied to date. It is of general interest then to introduce asymmetric, public/private key techniques into the discussion of communication using nonlinear systems. All known asymmetric schemes are based on the algorithmic complexity of certain inverse integer number problems (factorization, knapsack, discrete logarithms, etc.) [5] . They cannot be utilized directly in nonlinear dynamically based encryption schemes which use real numbers and are implemented using analog components. We propose the first method which uses a different concept based on nonlinear dynamics for realizing asymmetric ''public key'' secure communication. A general strategy is introduced and then explored in detail within a relatively simple example. The generality of the approach permits one to envision substantially more complex implementations wherein the inherent security can be strengthened as one wishes.
During the last decade there has been a great interest in developing secure communication schemes utilizing chaos. Most of the proposed schemes are based on chaos synchronization [1] , controlling chaos [2] , and chaotic shift keying [3] . Also, chaos based block ciphers were studied in [4] . In conventional cryptography, all encryption schemes are divided into symmetric and asymmetric methods [5] . Symmetric methods require sharing of the same key by both transmitter for message encryption and receiver for message decryption. Asymmetric methods have one ''public'' key known to all users for encoding messages, but another ''private'' key for use by trusted receivers for decoding the message. Decoding the message using the public key which was used to encrypt the message is made computationally unfeasible. Communications strategies that use asymmetric (or public key) methods for encryption have much greater inherent security than symmetric methods since they eliminate the problem of key management, which itself can pose the most serious security risk. However, in the application of ideas from nonlinear dynamics to secure communications, only the equivalent of symmetric encryption methods have been studied to date. It is of general interest then to introduce asymmetric, public/private key techniques into the discussion of communication using nonlinear systems. All known asymmetric schemes are based on the algorithmic complexity of certain inverse integer number problems (factorization, knapsack, discrete logarithms, etc.) [5] . They cannot be utilized directly in nonlinear dynamically based encryption schemes which use real numbers and are implemented using analog components. We propose the first method which uses a different concept based on nonlinear dynamics for realizing asymmetric ''public key'' secure communication. A general strategy is introduced and then explored in detail within a relatively simple example. The generality of the approach permits one to envision substantially more complex implementations wherein the inherent security can be strengthened as one wishes.
The basic idea of distributed dynamics encryption (DDE) is to split a dynamical system of dimension D T D R into two parts with D T transmitter variables tn t 1 n; . . . ; t D T n, and D R receiver variables rn r 1 n; . . . ; r D R n. The receiver receives the scalar signal s t n from the transmitter, and the transmitter receives the scalar signal s r n from the receiver. At each discrete time n 1; 2; . . . , these satisfy tn 1 F T tn; s r n; mn; rn 1 F R rn; s t n;
where s t n G T tn and s r n G R rn are signals transmitted from the transmitter to the receiver and back, respectively. Here An authorized receiver knows all quantities, public and private, and can establish off-line the allowed attractors, or other dynamical aspects of the total system, for all allowed values of mn. In the present illustration of DDE, we permit only mn 0, leading to what we call the ''0-attractor'' and mn 1 yielding the ''1-attractor.'' In windows of time of length L we fix mn 0 or mn 1. The receiver must decide which of these attractors is present in the total system, and on that basis select whether a ''0'' or a ''1'' was transmitted. Other modulation methods are possible with mn being a richer waveform, but this simple binary scheme serves to illustrate the method.
In any window of length L containing mn 0 or mn 1 we iterate the dynamical system L times and on the basis of the last L 0 L iterations decide whether it is nearer the 0-attractor or the 1-attractor.
Since F R ; G R , and, of course, mn are private, the state of the transmitter system tn is not known to an unauthorized receiver, and the job of the code breaker is to estimate those quantities. The goal of the transmitter is to assure that the computational effort in making such an estimation is extremely difficult. As in all public key encryption schemes, the advantage of the authorized receiver over an unauthorized receiver is computational, not information theoretic.
The essential idea is that the receiver has full knowledge of the dynamics and therefore knows the state space locations of the attractors corresponding to the binary values of the modulation variable mn. Unauthorized recipients know only the transmitter part of the full dynamics, and the protocol of communication is chosen in such a way that the attractor cannot be reconstructed based on the transmitted signals alone. The attractor can take the form of a limit cycle, a high-dimensional hypersurface, or a chaotic attractor. The nonlinear dynamical system is continuous in the state space and can be either continuous or discrete in time. The public key encryption scheme discussed here is discrete in time and the coupling signals are scalars; however, the concept can be extended to continuous time dynamical systems and systems with multidimensional coupling signals.
Neither an unauthorized nor an authorized receiver knows the complete transmitter state tn, so each must replace the ''missing'' state variables by the time-delay embedding method [6] using the incoming signal from the transmitter s t . This is embodied in the vector sn s t n; :::; s t n ÿ d ÿ 1 with d chosen by various known methods [6] in order to detect the attractor in the reconstructed full phase space rn; sn. At the beginning of each transmitted bit, mn 0 or mn 1, the state of the transmitter is set to a random value, making the reconstruction of tn by an unauthorized receiver more difficult. The combined dynamical system is iterated long enough to ensure that the system moves from the random initial state to one of the two attractors that correspond to the transmission of 0 or 1 as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The transmitted bit is decoded by the receiver by choosing the attractor that is closer to the end points of the trajectory. The authorized receiver reconstructs the position of the attractor using the sequence s t obtained by simulating off-line the entire dynamical system (transmitter receiver) before the actual transmission begins. The same simulation is repeated twice: once for m 0 and then for m 1. Each will produce a collection of points that represent each of the two attractors separately. On the other hand, the sequence s t generated during the real transmission and available to an unauthorized receiver is of a single transient trajectory for only one of the two possible values of m. The transmission is stopped when the trajectory converges to the corresponding attractor. The authorized receiver has the off-line simulations with both values of m which cover the entire attractors, so it can tell to which of the two attractors the currently transmitted sequence has converged. But an unauthorized receiver knows only that the end point of the transmitted sequence lies on one of the two possible attractors, but it cannot tell on which one.
We illustrate DDE using the dynamics of a coupled map lattice. The receiver dynamics F R ; G R is given by the map (i 1; . . . ; D R )
and the transmitter dynamics 
The signal sent from the receiver to the transmitter is
the signal sent from the transmitter to the receiver is
We selected D T 12, D R 2 and chose parameters such that the attractors are chaotic for both m 0; 1. During each transmission window we allowed the system to converge to its attractor (Fig. 2) for L 50 iterations. The bit was decoded (either a 1 or a 0 was selected) using the last L 0 10 points on the trajectory (Fig. 1) . All the parameters and other details of our simulation may be found in [7] .
The decoding bit error rate (BER) encountered by the authorized receiver, depends on the modulation parameter A determining the separation between the 0 and the 1 attractors. In Fig. 3 we show the sensitivity of the BER on A.
Cryptanalysis.-An unauthorized receiver may attempt various methods to attack DDE and decode the secret message mn. One such method is to reconstruct the positions of the attractors that correspond to transmission of 0 and 1 by storing and clustering samples of many transmitted bits. Knowing the positions of the attractors would enable the unauthorized receiver to decode the message using the same method as the authorized receiver. We protect against such an attack by altering the dynamics of the receiver F R ; G R at the beginning of each transmitted bit, which results in a change in the attractors positions. Since the attractor's location is different for each bit, it cannot be reconstructed using samples of many transmitted bits. Reconstruction of the receiver secret dynamics, F R ; G R can be avoided by altering the receiver dynamics and choosing large receiver dimension D R . An unauthorized receiver cannot decode the message m by monitoring the public signals s r n; s t n and by generating the transmitter output signal s t using public F T ; G T and s r since the initial state t0 needs to be accurately known for that. Therefore the unauthorized receiver would need to solve for the initial state t0 using the set of equations
From Eq. (3) the term tD T in Eqs. (6) is a polynomial of the unknown t i 0 of order 2 D T , and by choosing a large transmitter state dimension D T solving Eq. (6) can be made computationally unfeasible. For instance, in our experimental system D T 12 and Eqs. (6) will be a polynomial of t i 0 of order 4096.
Noise in the communication channel or in analog components of the receiver and transmitter will add a small stochastic component to the observed signals. In this case, the unauthorized receiver can quantize the unknown transmitter state variables tn, generate a hidden Markov model (HMM) for the quantized dynamical system, and obtain a maximum-likelihood (ML) estimationm m ML for the message m using the probability of the sequence of measurements s t n conditioned on m 0; 1:
We can protect against such an attack by making the number of states N s in the HMM model prohibitively large. The number of states N s can be approximated by
where L T is the range and L q is the quantization size of each transmitter state variable t i . It can be shown that if an unauthorized receiver uses quantization size L q for each transmitter state component t i , the quantization noise will result in decoding error probability P u that is bounded below by
where Qx 1= 2 p R x ÿ1 e ÿz 2 =2 dz. From Eqs. (8) and (9), an unauthorized receiver who attempts to keep the decoding error probability below P u , has to use an HMM model with a number of states N s that is bounded below by
In order to maximize security, namely, maximize N s , we used the smallest A that is large enough to ensure low decoding error rate encountered by the authorized receiver P a 0:01.
Implementation of a DDE transmitter using analog hardware will add noise to the dynamics of the 2. An enlargement of a part of the 0-attractor in the reconstructed phase space, s t n; s t n ÿ 1; s t n ÿ 2.
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transmitter and blur the separation between the 0 and 1 attractors. Therefore, in the presence of noise a larger A will be required in order to increase the separation between the attractors and maintain a low receiver decoding error P a . However, from Eq. (10) larger A allows the unauthorized receiver to use a smaller number of states N s implying reduced security. We simulated component accuracy by adding zero mean Gaussian noise with variance V to each transmitter state component t i . We calculate N s using Eq. (10), requiring P u 0:2. From Fig. 4 it is evident that the use of more accurate analog components at the transmitter results in higher security, namely, larger N s . Indeed, note that N s of order 10 15-17 implies an enormous computational burden.
Summary.-We have proposed a method for public key encryption using our distributed dynamical encryption scheme [7] . A high-dimensional dissipative dynamical system is separated into two parts: one part is placed at the transmitter and the other at the receiver. In our illustrative modulation scheme a bit is transmitted by choosing one of two values for the modulation parameter and then iterating the dynamical system until its transient trajectory settles onto an attractor. An authorized receiver knows the full dynamics and can simulate the system a priori in order to find the state space location of the two attractors corresponding to 0's or 1's. This receiver is able to decode the message by observing the convergence of the system trajectory to the 0-attractor or to the 1-attractor in a reconstructed phase space as illustrated in Fig. 1 . An unauthorized receiver does not know the dynamics of the receiver and is forced to use computationally unfeasible algorithms. (The authors know no other method besides the use of computationally unfeasible algorithms described in the paper for an attacker to try to break the system.)
A promising future direction for DDE may be a hardware implementation (analog electronics/optics) using continuous time dynamics with large transmitter state dimension. High-dimensional coupled map lattices which contain hundreds of cells have been investigated [8] and can be used to implement encryption schemes with a very large state dimension and a very high level of security. Such implementations may be appealing for applications which require a very high level of security but where transmission bandwidth and power efficiency are not crucial factors. New design methods aimed at selecting efficient and secure dynamical systems for use in DDE would be quite attractive. Finally, it is possible that the specific implementation we used in this paper embodied in the particular map and modulation method will prove to be weak encryption. The general concept proposed in this paper appears quite robust, and it is likely that a large set of dynamical systems resistant to system-specific attacks may be found.
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